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‘How to’ use this guide
Use this Beacon to Beacon Guide with the ‘How to’ and legend booklet available from www.msq.qld.gov.au
Always keep a proper lookout when boating.

Look up and live for power and cable crossings that may not be shown on these maps due to scale or recent construction.

CAUTION: depth contours have not been re-surveyed in most areas since the 2011 and 2013 floods.

Exercise care when travelling outside suggested navigation tracks.
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Always keep a proper lookout when boating.
Look up and live for power and cable crossings that may not be shown on these maps due to scale or recent construction.

CAUTION: depth contours have not been re-surveyed in most areas since the 2011 and 2013 floods.
Exercise care when travelling outside suggested navigation tracks.
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Caution - these waterways may contain submerged flood debris. Navigate with caution.

Caution - no depth contours

Note - no fishing between the weir and 120 metres downstream.

Exercise care when travelling outside suggested navigation tracks.

Always keep a proper lookout when boating.

Look up and live for power and cable crossings that may not be shown on these maps due to scale or recent construction.

CAUTION: depth contours have not been re-surveyed in most areas since the 2011 and 2013 floods.
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Caution - these waterways may contain submerged flood debris. Navigate with caution.

Caution - no depth contours upstream of this area.

Always keep a proper lookout when boating.

Look up and live for power and cable crossings that may not be shown on these maps due to scale or recent construction.

CAUTION: depth contours have not been re-surveyed in most areas since the 2011 and 2013 floods. Exercise care when travelling outside suggested navigation tracks.
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Nautical information current to 9 May 2016
Always keep a proper lookout when boating.
Look up and live for power and cable crossings that may not be shown on these maps due to scale or recent construction.
CAUTION: depth contours have not been re-surveyed in most areas since the 2011 and 2013 floods.
Exercise care when travelling outside suggested navigation tracks.
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Always keep a proper lookout when boating.

Look up and live for power and cable crossings that may not be shown on these maps due to scale or recent construction.

CAUTION: depth contours have not been re-surveyed in most areas since the 2011 and 2013 floods.
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Caution - high speed emergency vessels operate 24 hours a day from Weinam Creek. Give way to emergency vessels at all times and at night ensure your vessel exhibits correct navigational lights, whether at anchor or underway.